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Rivals for catan guide

Your Principality is where you will expand your settlements and collect resources. Your district will consist of 6 different regions and 2 settlements associated with the road. Place your settlements in the center of your principality with one road connecting them. Place your regions surrounding the
settlements, as shown above. Note: Maps of the region have a mark in the bottom left corner, this should be addressed to you. Maps will rotate during gameplay, so it's important that they start the default model layout: Top Row: Forest, Empty, Golden Field, Empty, Fields Middle Row: Empty, Settlement,
Road, Settlement, Empty Lower Row: Brick, Empty, Pasture, Empty, Mountains How Can I Build Settlement Extension? The expansion of the settlement should be located on an empty construction site adjacent to the existing settlement or town. Once built, they will provide permanent benefits as labeled.
You can't have more than one card with a 1x label of this type. Why and how to build a road? You build roads so you can expand your principality beyond your beginning. There should always be one road between the two settlements. If you want to build a new settlement, you have to build a road first.
How to build a settlement? Settlements can only be built on the left or right of the road map that was built. Remember that every settlement is 1 Victory Point. After building a new settlement, you get new construction sites, one above and one below. You also get 2 best cards from the stack region. Place
the regions on the open edges of the new settlement with the nearest symbol of zero resource to you. How to upgrade the settlement to the city? You can upgrade your locality to the city. To build a city, pay for construction costs and place a map of the city on top of the existing settlement. Each city is
worth 2 Victory Points Each city provides 2 additional sites to create extensions. 2 above you recently updated city and 2 below. I drew a yule map, what do I do? Shuffle the event card stack like the beginning of the game. This is done by shuffling the remaining event cards, placing 3 face down, placing
the yule card back face down on top of those, and finally placing the rest of the event cards face down on top of the yule card. This will create a new map of events. What are the characters on the event's bones? If you roll die and get on the black characters, continue the trade event (Scale Icon) - If one of
the players had the trade advantage that the player gets 1 resource of his choice from the opponent Celebration (Harp Icon) - If one of the players has the most skill points that the player gets 1 resource of his choice. If no one has the most skill points, everyone gets 1 resource of their choice. Bountiful
harvest (Wheat - Each player receives 1 resource of their choice. Event Map ( Question Mark) - The player who rolled the dice draws the top card of the event event read the event aloud. All players affected by the event allow the event. Brigand Attack (Red Club Icon) - a player who has more than 7
resources, loses all his gold and wool stocks. How to get a power advantage? If you have a total of 3 or more power points (blue axe badge) on your principality and more than your opponents, you are awarded a Hero token. Hero's token is worth 1 Victory Point. If at some point you have less than 3 or
less power points and less than your opponent, you lose the token. How to get a trade advantage? If you have a total of 3 or more points of commerce (yellow scale icon) on your principality and more than your opponent, you get a trade token. Trading token with 1 point of victory. If at some point you have
less than 3 or fewer trading points and less than your opponent, you lose the token. Tincture Game: Rivals for Catan Forums Strategy Theme Answers Last Post 0 Struggle Andalamir Dan Manfredini Fri June 3, 2011 10:11pm 6 0 How powerful is the trade advantage? By Si Fei Mon January 8, 2018
10:41am 3 0 Instant City Build Spikethdee Mon April 10, 2017 5.49pm 1 0 Original selection of cards, understudies or trading. By ykphuah Mon October 17, 2011 11:29am 3 0 Are trading vessels worth building? By garyjgeoaccess W 7 October 2014 1:51pm 4 Thurs 11, 2015 11:07am 0 Points of
Progression Aleuhue Thu June 19, 2014 2:00am 1 2 Initial observations, assumptions after a dozen plays N / A Sat May 24, 2014 10:56 pm 6 N/ A 0 How to play against the tavern? by brauerle Sun February 23, 2014 3:10pm 4 1 Discard (1x) cards in order to build the same (1x) Amalgamz Sat card
February 11, 2012 8:37pm 5 3 How many different strategies /paths to victory will you find? By tigrevasco_2003 Thurs Sep 6, 2012 5:06pm 7 Win or Lose - no second place in this card game. Become a prince or princess CATAN when you experience CATAN as a duel. Who has the best strategy for
building? Who will collect the most resources? Who will earn the most winning points? Prove your tactical superiority and rule NAD CATAN. Carefully fold your cards and watch the principality of your opponent. You will need a particularly good strategy - with only one player, each of your opponent's
attacks are trained directly on you. But you can take revenge on the enemy with the same accuracy, using the many cards available. I bought this for my wife and she loves it. I want to love him, but be angry. We studied the basic game and added the era of gold to make it more interesting. Either way, I
get frustrated that I can't create resources like she can. I have to wait until I can do something for the turn and it rolls away. It almost feels like a monopoly where I can see from the beginning what I'm going to lose, but I sit there and watch her win win sick loser but hate feeling like I can't change a thing).
Please any help, so I want to play with it and not just want to pack it up and watch TV. Tv.
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